CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION  OF THE COUNTRY
taking Dublin as the centre of the east coast, an
active man could walk in ten days to the extreme
south,  west,  or north of   the island.     Derry,  the
northernmost town of importance on salt water, is
150 miles from Dublin;   Galway, in the west, 130 ;
Cork, on the south, 157 miles.    But Cork is only 10
miles from open sea, Derry about 30, and Galway
about   50.     The  shortest  way  from   St.   George's
Channel to the Atlantic lies directly from Dublin
to the bight of Galway Bay, traversing the central
plain, much of which is still bog.   A broken chain of
low, sandy hummocks, still called Eskirs, made in
primitive   times   a   traversable   track   across   these
morasses, and was known as the Esker Riada.    It was
regarded as the dividing line between Northern and
Southern Ireland,   But this division never had any
effective significance, and to-day Ireland is virtually
grouped into  Eastern and Western.    Any  eastern
county is more like to any other eastern county than
to any western, though, like Antrim and Donegal,
eastern and western may almost touch, or, as in East
and West Cork, may be actually under the same local
administration.
It has to be. admitted that, considered as a country,
Ireland is inconveniently made. Its mountains for
the most part are situate near the sea, thus enclosing
the island with a rim of high land and leaving the
centre badly water-logged. There are many lakes
and rivers, but very little water-power because the
streams which rise in the 'mountains have a short
course to the sea and a small volume of water: the
larger ones nearly all originate in the central bog, so
that the fall, in proportion to their length, is incon-
siderable ; and the difficulty of carrying off surplus
water from their catchment area in a wet season is
very great. There is a certain compensation in the
ease with which inland water transport can be pro-
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